Gamecocks Defeat Tigers On Links

The University of South Carolina tennis team captured its third consecutive state championship this week, soaring to Citadels’ net, 6-4, in the tournament. At the same time, the fresh racquetmen toppled Furman’s fresh, 4-2, to lay claim to the fresh crown.

The Birds got the championship by virtue of defeating the only other teams in the race, Citadels and Furman. The team also has won over Davidson, Carolina, Furman, and Wake Forest, losing only to Southern in Davisons and one to North Carolina.

The summary:

2-0; 6-1; 6-3

Wildcats Trip

Rooster ambles

at Newberry

The Monopoly

Carolina will soon be accorded monopolistic power in sports lines. Should the Birds beat Coastal in the second-round game, the series will be led by 1-0, which will in all probability be won by the stronger team. The game and track titles (for Carolina) are the last to be captured the first by defeating Citadels’ netmen and the latter is the state tennis meet at Clinton.

As the heat increases, so does the need for a place in the shade. In the pool, bracing waters of a lake or pool, it is very hard to not want to grate this impulse, since Carolina has no swimming facilities and those of Columbia and its immediate vicinity are constantly available to the average student. The University needs a swimming pool and needs it badly.
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Gamecocks Defeat Tigers On Links

Carolina defeated the Clemson golf team last Saturday at Forest Lake Country Club, 11-7, for their sole rule of the season. The teams were very evenly matched, and just met the last event, the broad jump, did South Carolina.

Boastick, Carolina, with firsts in the high jump and low hurdles, and a second

in the high hurdles, scored 10 points to lead the field. 

The Wildcats showed great strength in the hurdles, and the high jump, bracing waters of a lake or pool, it is very hard to not want to grate this impulse, since Carolina has no swimming facilities and those of Columbia and its immediate vicinity are constantly available to the average student. The University needs a swimming pool and needs it badly.
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